Experience the true magic of immersion in the world of entertainment on a scale close to that of
real life. The current equipment is designed to offer high precision and resolution audio and video,
but only with a television and without a dimension more similar to reality, this is just not enough.
Luz e Som makes your Home Cinema a world of great sensations. We design and implement a
home theater solution that is really as close to the concept of cinema as it is and does not
necessarily have to be intrusive.
It is possible to have a movie theater with speakers, projector and screen, all concealed and builtin and even with an identical or superior quality to a common movie theater.
This type of preparation is not only a permanent invitation to enjoy an audiovisual show as a
reason for meeting with family and friends, and of course, a valuing characteristic of the house.

True Home Theater is supported by a high-quality audio and video installation, with sturdy
components that carry the emotions of the big screen to your home and dignify the original work.
This experience involves multi-channel sound, with at least five speakers in addition to the
subwoofer. Its installation can also benefit from acoustic treatment to highlight and contain the
effects of surroundings and even proper chairs to enjoy the whole set.
In Luz e Som, when we talk about Home Cinema, of YOUR Home Cinema, we do not just talk
about speakers and screens. Go as far as your imagination takes you: projectors and screens for
a real cinema dimension, real cinema chairs, adequate lighting that dims according to predetermined
programs for a perfect visualization, sound that adjusts to your position in the room, all to contribute
to a true cinema, in your home, planned with you, for you.

4K UHD

Full HD

Quantidade de Píxeis Full HD 1080p X 4k UHD

Filme formato Ultrawide em tela 16:9

If the size of a projection screen can really convey the feel of true Cinema, also the image quality
and resolution contribute to the visual effect.
No doubt you've heard of the 4K resolution: with four times the resolution of Full HD (1080p), the
4K in all its glorious spectacle for the look, is the gauge to follow. For this, we recommend the
latest Blu-ray players 4K or an update of the media player to enable the sending of a 4K signal
to a projector and screen able to do it justice. All powered by truly suitable AV processors that
support the new HDMI2 standard.
As for the format, in addition to the usual 16:9 on TVs, the Ultrawide format is becoming more and
more current. It is possible to fill the entire screen without horizontal black bars and thus also use
more wall and a larger screen. With an acoustically transparent screen that allows you to position
the loudspeakers just behind, the end result is simply superb.

Filme formato Ultrawide em tela 2.35:1
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Home Theater Project with Dolby Digital 5.1 sound

Like home cinema sound systems, home theater includes at least three front speakers - left, front
and right - positioned behind or around the screen and two effects channels for surround sound
effect; as well as a subwoofer that can deal with the impact of low frequencies. This is the most
usual setting, the 5.1 for digital formats such as Dolby Digital and DTS. However, more advanced
versions further split the effect channels into four separate channels by adding side columns to
create 7.1 or 7.2 systems.
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TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio versions, designed to make hyper-realistic effects with the
latest surround format, Dolby Atmos and DTS: X, are the latest and most recent reference. With
ceiling columns for upper channels, the format may have a pair or two pairs of ceiling columns,
in 7.4.2 or 7.2.2 format
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The acoustic treatment is the cherry on the top of the Home Cinema sound: frequency control will
allow you to absorb those that are in excess or redirect others. Along with the sound insulation,
so as not to bother people in other rooms, your room will be prepared with a high quality sound
and will really give the feeling that you are inside the film.
In Ceiling Surround
Rear Loudspeakers

Home Theater Project with Dolby Atmos 7.2.4 sound with
Inwall Sonance Loudspeakers

3D Home Theater project and final result.

The place where the viewer is installed is where they will really feel all the sensations provided
by Home Cinema. In this sense, the Light and Sound offers chairs and sofas thought of root to
attend the sessions of Cinema. With several possible configurations, the movie chairs are modular
to adapt to the row format of chairs - linear or curved - with different thicknesses of arms, multiple
options and a huge range of finishes, designs and materials. As each Cinema is unique, so is its
place.
Control of the Cinema Room also has to be considered: with the integrated control system Crestron,
all control is made from a tablet that can also have a base in the arm of the chair. With one touch
only, the projector turns on, descends from the elevator, as well as the Blu-Ray player or the Media
Player and the processor and AV amplifier. The screen goes down and the movie will start badly
and the equipment will notify the control panel that they can receive the next command.
Even the lighting is controlled by already programmed scenarios, so that with the minimum of
touches you can relax and enjoy your movie.

Home Theater with Cineak seats and acoustic treatment.

We adapt your Home Cinema to your budget. The various brands that Luz e Som makes available
allow the combination of various levels of performance and value.
Values are approximate, including VAT and installation under optimum conditions.
Lumene Movie Palace 240C

8.000€

12.500€

Entry solution for Sonance inwall loudspeakers, with builtin wall speakers and 150W box cabinet
subwoofer.

A proposal with more powerful speakers and two subwoofers, also completely integrated into the
wall.

Loudspeakers: Sonance VP62 LCR (X5) + Subwoofer Sonance 10-150
Amplifier - Processor: Onkyo TX-NR656
Player: Onkyo BD-SP353
Screen: Lumene Movie Palace 240C
Projector: Optoma HD36

Loudspeakers: Sonance VP66 LCR (X5) + Subwoofer Sonance 10-150 (X2)
Amplifier - Processor: Onkyo TX-NR810
Players: Oppo 103 BDP
Screen: Lumene Movie Palace 240C
Projector: Optoma HD36

Sonance Visual Performance VP66 / 62 (Inwall, vertical or horizontal installation).

Sonance Subwoofer 10-150

Optoma HD36

Artcoustic Spitfire SL 16-8 without canvas
(customizable canvas).

Solution with Sonance's high-end, wall-mounted speakers with the power of two 250W subwoofers.
Plus the precision of the Oppo Blu-Ray player and the upgrade to an Optoma HD90 + projector.
Loudspeakers: Sonance LCR1 (X3) + SUR1 (X4) + Subwoofer Sonance 12-250 (X2)
Amplifier - Processor: Onkyo TX-RZ3100
Players: Oppo 103 BDP
Screen: Lumene Movie Palace Premium Acoustic 300C
Projector: Optoma HD90+

Uma excelente proposta para quem não tem paredes falsas: um poderoso som Artcoustic
de colunas de tela personalizável para integração na decoração pensada para som Atmos
7.4.2 com processamento, amplificação e amplificação de graves separadas.
Colunas: Artcoustic SL Spitfire 16-8 (X3) + SL Spitfire 6-3 (X4) + SL Architect 4-2 (X4) +
Subwoofer Artcoustic Control 2
Amplificador: Onkyo PR-SC5530 + Artcoustic PA750 (Subwoofer)
Processador: Onkyo PA-MC5501
Leitor: Oppo 105 BDP
Tela: Lumene Movie Palace Premium Acoustic 300C
Projector: JVC DLA-X7000

Oppo BDP 105

JVC-DLAX7000
Sonance LCR 1 (Inwall, instalação vertical ou horizontal)

Onkyo PR-SC5530

With US James Loudspeakers we were able to build a powerful and consistent inwall system, with
Atmos 7.4.2. The screen is now a widescreen and the JVO projector can emulate this format
without the need of any special lenses. We added a Crestron integrated control system and a
Kaleidscape video server.
Loudspeakers: James 806 BE LCR (X3) + QX830 (X4) + QX620R (X4) + Subwoofer QX1020 (X2)
Amplifier: Onkyo PR-SC5530 + Artcoustic PA750 (Subwoofer)
Processor: Onkyo PA-MC5501
Video Server: Kaleidscape Volt M
Screen: Screen Excelence Slim 130 Widescreen (3m)
Projector: JVC DLA-X9000

Add more options.
Integrated Control: Luz e Som has available integrated solutions of all the systems, allowing full
control on a single command interface.
Acoustic Treatment: consult us when building your Home Cinema room, in order to have the
best acoustic conditions. We install your acoustic treatments panels.
Cinema Chairs and Sofas: we have available exclusive manufacturers of home theater chairs
brands like Cineak and Rasike. Your comfort will always be in the front row.em casa, O seu conforto
estará sempre na primeira linha.

James M1000

Interface Crestron em diversos dispositivos (iOS e Android)

James 806 BE LCR, QX830, QX620R, Subwoofer QX1020
Kaleidscape Vault M700
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